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Impact[ edit ] The Gaokao tends to rule the lives of most Chinese teenagers and their parents. When rich
second issue a car take flowers, pick up hot chicks in the campus, when the roar of the sports car and strong
exhaust gas spray on my face when I am thinking, my dad is not li gang? Examination that many educational
institutions use to select students for admission. Review of Related Literature and Studies Related Literature
Foreign: According to Greenwich , the database system makes the work faster for every institution for the
mere fact that instead of doing things manually, with the use of computer technology everything is done faster.
Take practice tests and request detailed score reports so you can focus on areas for improvement. Educators
are experiencing almost relentless pressure to show their effectiveness. This system used to be employed in
Jiangsu Province , but is being replaced by another system in  It supports the institution to take entrance
examinations fast and produce reliable results. Data processing is use extensively in business, engineering and
science and to increasing extent in nearly all areas in which computers are used. The questions are in
multiple-choice format. Steven Johnson says that the computer is the revolutionary technology that affected
many facets of our lives including the schooling of the students. The transformation of manual entrance
examination to automated is one example of what has driven partly by rapid technological innovation.
Although China 's education system is the strongest in the world and thought, recent studies have shown that
there are a number of drawbacks. I've always wanted to live a balanced life. In the latest dacades of the
Millenium winning organization are those which are willing to integrate business strategy and computer
information technology in plying their respective trades. In managing their system, they have encountered
difficulties and problems. Elder sister in Beijing dozens of suite room according to media reports, there are
four hukou. The purpose of the ACT is to assess academic achievement in a process free of discrimination,
and error. This college entrance examination system was implemented for the first time in Shandong in  In ,
James stated that computer are extremely reliable device and very rueful calculators with some great
accessories applications like word processing, problem for all of business activities, regardless of size,
computers have three advantages over other type of office equipment that process information because
computer are faster more accurate more economical. Justification Definition of Terms Certain technical terms
were used in the study. Thereof, the researchers defined them for further understanding. There is also an
optional writing section, which if chosen, complements the ACT English test. Abstract Computers are known
for their wide range of uses especially in scientific and mathematical fields. They spend many years preparing
for them, and deal with a lot of pressure from parents and society to pass these exams and become successful.
Computerized entrance examination is a proposed study where it automates the task of the school in handling
qualified students, not only in academic performance but also in behavioral and personality factors;
proponents found these studies helpful in developing the software for the computerized entrance examination.
This decision will determine which college entrance test they will take at the age of 18, as well as influence
their college majors and future career path. Aptitude practice tests will allow you to get used to the types of
questions asked, how they are worded and working against a time limit. Hold all operation and generate
reports to student, teachers and administrator. It gave lots of benefits for all business industries who were
using it. Pages: 6 Get Full Essay Get access to this section to get all the help you need with your essay and
educational goals. The scope and limitation of this system is: The on-line exam system design to educational
institutes.


